State-to-state integral cross sections were calculated using quantum open-shell and closed shell close coupling scattering calculations and quasi-classical trajectory calculations. Reduced dimensionality calculations for the O H -H C l system are com pared to those for the O H -A r system. We have explored the sensitivity of the cross section to the nature of the PES, using either a two-dimensional or a four-dimensional PES. Only the diagonal diabatic Vsum potential was used in the calculations and therefore the electronic fine structure, i.e. the spin-orbit and L-doublet structure, could not be accounted for. All the calculations were perform ed for the same collision energy of 920 cm-1 and assuming th at initially all OH molecules are in the lowest rotational state, J -3/2, O -3/2. The theoretical results are discussed in com parison with the experimental data measured under similar conditions. The agreement of experimental results with the theoretical model based on four-dimensional close coupling calculations and treating the OH molecule as a closed-shell species is good. The validity of different proposed correspondence schemes for the transitions in OH considered as a closed-shell and as an open-shell molecule is examined by comparing the cross sections obtained for the OH + A r system and the two-dimensional model for the OH + H Cl system.
Introduction
Inelastic collisions of open-shell molecules have attracted con siderable experimental and theoretical interest during the last decades,1-31 due to the importance of radicals as intermediates in a wide range of processes, such as combustion, atmospheric chemistry and astrophysics. These processes are significantly more complicated than those involving closed-shell molecules due to the presence of non-zero electronic spin and/or orbital angular momentum, which can be coupled to the nuclear rotational angular m om enta of the collision partners. F urther more, the dynamics of the systems with non-zero electronic angular m om entum may entail more than one potential energy surface (PES). Therefore, while the m ost adequate description would imply quantum mechanical methods, a quasi-classical description would have to consider that the collision 'trajec tories' evolve simultaneously and coherently on the coupled PESs.32 Particularly, it was found th at in the collision processes between a 2n diatomic molecule and a noble gas, the cylind rical degeneracy of the former is lifted by the approach of the colliding atom giving rise to two PESs of A' and A" symme try. 21'23'25 The collision induced fine-structure and rotational distributions depend sensitively on these PESs. The resulting spin-orbit and lam bda doublet propensities are often reflec tions of the interferences between collisions sampling, to 24 Alexander has shown that for molecules in H und's case (a) the spin-orbit conserving transitions are governed by the sum of these potentials, while the spin-orbit changing transitions are governed by their difference.23, 24 The difference potential is smaller in magnitude and so are the spin-orbit changing cross sections. This formalism developed for scattering by rare gas atoms is not always valid when the scattering partner is a molecule. The system contains non-planar geometries which leads to a complicated PES depending strongly on the relative orientation of the colliding molecules. To date, there are several theoretical studies approaching the inelastic scattering of radicals by different atomic or molecular colliders8,20,21 at a quantum mechanical level. By far the largest body of theore tical work, also backed up by different types of experiments, concerns the scattering of NO by A r and H e.19,25,31,33-36 Similar calculations have been perform ed for the OH + Ar/ He systems.15,16,30 However, due to their greater complexity, studies of molecule-molecule collisions are scarce. M ost of these studies concern the rotational excitations of the OH + H 2 system, which present a great astrophysical interest. 28, 29, 37 Reactions of OH with hydrogen halides are the m ajor sink for halogens from the atmosphere, and are known as efficient re-converters to the active forms of the halogens. These active halogens can further participate in the catalytic ozone destruc tion in the stratosphere. In particular, the OH + H Cl reaction is the prim ary process th at releases active chlorine in the atmosphere. Therefore, the reaction rate of this process con trols the steady state Cl concentration in the stratosphere. Consequently, the im portant role played by the OH + HCl reaction in atmospheric chemistry has given rise to a wealth of experimental and theoretical studies concerning the reactivity of this system. Q uantitative inform ation on the reactivity of the View Online OH + HCl system is provided by an extensive set of kinetic experiments in which temperature dependent rate constants were measured over a wide temperature range.38-45 Several theoretical studies have been published in which the OH + HCl system is treated at different levels of theory in order to develop the PES governing the interaction and to calculate the rate constants and the reaction cross sections.46-50 Clary et al. 46 carried out quantum scattering calculations using the rotating bond approxim ation (RBA) on a semi-empirical potential surface with a classical energy barrier of 0.25 kcal m ol-1 . Steckler et al. 41 have performed variational transition-state theory calculations using scaled ab initio data to define the minimum energy path (MEP). Using a coupled cluster with single, double and non-iterative triple excitations (CCSD(T)/ PVQZ) method, they obtained a reaction barrier of 2.43 kcal m ol-1 . Yu and N ym an48 carried out dynamical calculations using the RBA approach on a new PES obtained by interpola tion of ab initio energy values computed using an unrestricted M oller-Plesset (UMP2) m ethod and scaling correction. Their PES exhibits an early barrier of 2.06 kcal m ol-1 and a planar Van der Waals complex with a well of -5 .4 6 kcal m ol-1 . The most recent theoretical calculations49,50 use the 'largest angle generalization of the rotating bond order' (LAGROBO) func tional formulation of the interaction between OH and HCl in order to shape the PES. The parameters of the PES were adjusted in order to minimize the difference between the values of the rate constants obtained using quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) calculations and experimental values.
M otivated by the importance of the O H -H C l system, we have performed an experimental and theoretical study of the non-reactive dynamics of the OH + HCl system. Experiments carried out in a crossed molecular beam setup51 provide relative cross sections for collision induced transitions from the 2n 3/2, J -3/2, f state of OH up to 2n 3/2, J -9/2 and 2n ! /2, J -5/2. Theoretical state-to-state integral cross sections were calculated by employing both quantum mechanical and quasiclassical approaches of the scattering process, on a new devel oped non-reactive PES. In addition, the quantum mechanical closed coupled scattering formalism used both open-shell and closed-shell approximations. We have explored the sensitivity of the cross section to the nature of the PES, by employing either an effective two-dimensional or a four-dimensional PES. The electronic fine structure, i.e. the spin-orbit and L-doublet structure, was not explicitly treated as only the spin and orbital angular momentum averaged potential was used in the scatter ing calculations. All the calculations were performed for the same collision energy of 920 cm-1 and assuming th at all molecules are in the lowest rotational state, J -3/2, as in the recent experiments.51
Quantum and quasi-classical calculations

Ab initio calculation and modeling of the PES of OH-HCl
Only a brief description of the ab initio procedure used to obtain the O H -H C l potential energy surface (PES) will be presented here; a detailed account will be given elsewhere.52 F o r the electronic structure calculations, we use the partially spin-restricted coupled cluster m ethod with single, double and perturbational triple excitations (RCCSD[T]) implemented in the M O L PR O 53 suite of programs. The basis set was chosen to be an augmented, correlation consistent, double-zeta basis with additional bond functions 3s3p2d centered in the middle of the vector R that connects the OH and the HCl centers of mass. The open-shell nature of the OH radical gives rise to two adiabatic solutions of the electronic Ham iltonian from which the diabatic diagonal surface was obtained. The interaction energy was calculated using the supermolecular approach including the application of the counterpoise correction The geometry of the system is described in Jacobi coordi nates as shown in Fig. 1 . The 01 and 02 angles correspond to the angles between the OH and HCl axes, respectively, and the intermolecular vector R, and the angle f is the dihedral angle between the R -R OH and R -R HC¡ planes. The geometry (01 = 0, y2 = 0, f = 0) corresponds to the OH-ClH linear configura tion. The intermolecular distance R is the length of R. F o r mally, the PES for the O H -H C l system is six dimensional. In the 4D PES both OH and HCl are treated as rigid rotors with the internuclear distances frozen to their equilibrium values, 1.032 and 1.275 A, respectively.
The ab initio points were fitted and expanded as a series of spherical harmonics, based on a modification of the expansion given in ref. 52 The diagonal diabatic potential Vsum was obtained by arithmetic averaging of two adiabatic solutions of the electro nic Ham iltonian for each geometry considered in the calcula tions. The averaging produces a single PES which effectively treats OH as a closed shell molecule.
The well depth of the Van der Waals minimum found on this PES is e 8 6 0 cm-1 . The geometry associated to the minimum corresponds to a hydrogen bonding of the hydrogen atom of HCl to the oxygen site of the OH radical. The geometry is planar ( f = 180o) with Jacobi orientation angles for the OH and HCl of 61 = 130o and 02 = 170o, respectively. The equilibrium distance for this geometry is Re e 6.4 a0. The more detailed calculations from ref. 52 indicate th at the global van der Waals minimum is somewhat shifted in comparison to the PES used in this study. M ore recently, an inaccuracy in the PES has been found, corresponding to an artificial barrier between the geometry of the global minimum reported here and the linear minimum. The new results from the ref. 52 seem to indicate th at such a barrier with a height of 140 cm-1 does not exist. It remains to be established whether the cross sections will be affected by such details of the PES. Future studies on the improved potential surface could answer this question.
Additionally, we have generated a 2D-PES by averaging the 4D O H -H C l PES over (02, f ) coordinates, in order to make a comparison at the same collision energy between the scattering of the OH by HCl and by 36Ar. The contour plot of this 2D PES, VOH-X (R, y1), where X represents the HCl molecule considered as a spherically symmetric target, is shown in The com parison between the inelastic cross sections ob tained using the 2D PES for the O H -H C l interaction and those calculated for the O H -A r system may shed some light on the differences and analogies between these two systems. Openshell calculations for the O H -A r system have been performed by both including the Vdiff = 1/2 (A0 0 -A') surface and neglecting it. To compare the OH-X system (X stands for the spherically symmetric H Cl molecule) with the O H -A r system we used the U M P4 diabatic Vsum PES of Klos et al.55
Methodology of scattering calculations
To calculate integral cross sections for the inelastic collisions between OH and H Cl we used both full quantum close coupling calculations and quasi-classical trajectory calcula tions.
In order to perform these calculations we used the Vsum part of the potential corresponding to the diagonal elements of the potential diabatic m atrix of either the 4D or the 2D PES. The 2D O H -H C l PES, obtained as described above, was used to asses the model approxim ations employed for the calculations. In this model, the HCl molecule is treated as a spherically symmetric target, and thus becomes similar with the isoelectronic O H -36A r system. F or a more accurate com par ison the A r isotope of mass 36 has been chosen. O f course, the HCl molecule has significant electrostatic multipole moments and thereby differs from the A r atom . In the 2D full quantum close coupling (CC) approach we treat the OH molecule as an open-shell species, using the basis included in the H ibridon package56 and as a closed shell species using the scattering M OLSCAT program .57 F or the case of the open-shell calcula tions we neglect the off-diagonal diabatic coupling surface Vdiff. All the partial waves up to the total angular momentum quantum num ber J tot = 350.5 (Jtot = 350 for the closed shell case) were included in the close-coupling calculations per formed at Ecol = 920 cm-1 . Only the rotational levels of the O H molecule up to J -8.5 (8 for closed shell) were considered. The close coupling calculations were perform ed using the hybrid propagator composed of log-derivative and Airy propagators.
The quasi-classical dynamics calculations were perform ed on the 2D PES by using the QCT-ABC program developed by Aoiz et al.58'59 A convergence in the integral cross sections of the order of 10-2 A2 could be obtained with 1.12 x 105 trajectories.
The com parison between the cross sections obtained with the open-shell approach and those obtained with the closed-shell approach is not always unequivocal. One has to define the correspondence between j -0 -ƒ transitions, where j is the nuclear rotational angular momentum, used for the closedshell model, and J -J' transitions of an open-shell system, where J is the total angular m om entum for OH including the orbital and spin components. In H und's case (a), the rotational state of an open-shell molecule is characterized by J and O, the latter being the sum of the projections of the electronic orbital and spin angular momenta. In addition, each I J,O) state is split in two L-doublet components. On the other hand, the OH total angular m om entum excluding the spin is given by N -j + L, where L (ILI -1 for the OH ground electronic state) is the projection of the electronic angular m om entum along the internuclear axis of the OH molecule.
The m ost straightforw ard correspondence consists in equat ing Dj to DJ. This procedure has been applied before for systems whose ground state is I J,O,e) -11/2,1/2,e), as in the case of the NO molecule.59 In the case of the OH molecule, the spin-orbit doublet is inverted and the ground-state is therefore 13/2,3/2,e). The equivalent correspondence is thus Dj -D J + 1. However, several problems arise when using this correspon dence. Firstly, a given N, and thus a j value, correlates with two different J states, depending on the value of O, neglecting for the m om ent the L-doublet splitting. Secondly, the energies for a given J value differ considerably depending on the O value, even for high J values. Finally, the transition from the 13/2,3/2,f) state to the 13/2,3/2,e) state can not be consid ered as an elastic collision in spite of being characterized by the same values of J and O.
An alternative correspondence is based on the relation between N (or j) and J and O values and is represented in Table 1 . The first two rows of the table correspond to j -0, which is the initial state in the case of the closed-shell calcula tions. In order to com pare the closed-shell cross sections to open shell ones, according to Table 1 The various I J,O) states correlating with the same N have much closer energies than those corresponding to the same value of J. Moreover, this difference becomes smaller as N increases, and the OH angular m om entum coupling is no longer well described by H und's case (a). The two correspon dence schemes will be thoroughly discussed in Section 4.
4D closed shell calculations
To include the effect of the rotational channels of the HCl molecules the 4D O H -H C l PES was used. This potential was interfaced to the M O LSCAT57 program with a diatom -diatom closed shell basis type. Originally, to calculate the potential for every point it was necessary to solve a large system of algebraic equations. T hat resulted in an excessively long CPU time. In order to speed up the calculations with the 4D potential, we extracted the radial coefficients, fitted them to radial functions of the Degli-Esposti and W erner type60 and used them in a direct expansion in spherical harmonics. A typical error of the fit of the coefficients ranges from 10-3 cm-1 to 164 cm-1 for the long-range and medium range dependence on R and the very short range, respectively. This procedure allowed to calculate the integral cross sections in a reasonable time. To calculate integral cross sections, s j , for the collision induced excitations of the OH radical (j -j ) the cross sections for all energetically allowed transitions O H j) + HCl(k) -OH(j') + HCl(k') were calculated. Subsequently, to determine s y one needs to sum over all final H Cl k' states and average over the initial distribution of the HCl (k) rotational states.
The averaging was done by using a rotational partition function for the tem perature corresponding to the experimen tal conditions (T -20.5 K): where x is the rotational partition function:
and B is the rotational constant of the HCl molecule (B -10.593 cm-1).
In the scattering calculations at Ecol -920 cm-1 we summed all the partial waves up to the total angular mom entum J tot -350 in steps of DJtot -10 to reduce the calculation time. The rotational basis consists of 205 open channels and includes functions with j up to 6 and with k up to 8.
Experiment
The experiments were carried out in a pulsed crossed molecular beam machine at a collision energy of 920 cm -1 . The experi m ental setup is described in detail elsewhere51 and is similar to the one used before in studies of collisions of OH with A r15 and other species. 13 The OH radicals are produced in an electrical discharge in the expansion of a H 2O /A r mixture. Prior to the collisions, the OH radicals were prepared in a single quantum Table 2 , show the usually observed energy gap law depen dence on the final rotational state. As generally found in inelastic scattering of OH the cross sections for spin-orbit conserving transitions are stronger than for spin-orbit chan ging transitions. Whereas for other collision partners such as for H e11 and A r15 a clear propensity for e-states is observed, in the case of the O H -H C l system no preference for excitation into one or the other L-doublet com ponents of a final ro ta tional state was measured. This may be ascribed to the longer range of the m utual interaction, determined mainly by the dipole-dipole interaction, as com pared to the other systems studied thus far. These results are extensively discussed in a separate paper.51
Results and discussion
The com parison between experimental and 4D closed-shell integral cross sections is shown in Table 3 and displayed in Fig. 3 . In order to perform this comparison, experimental cross Table 4 Comparison of the OH-36Ar system closed-shell and openshell integral cross sections calculated at Ecoll -920 cm-1 sections for spin conserving transitions (DO = 0) were summed over the two L components. F or the first inelastic transition it was assumed that the closed shell 0 -1 transition can be ascribed to the 13/2,3/2,f) -13/2,3/2,e) transition. F or the rest of the transitions it was implicitly assumed that Dj = DJ + 1.
The factor used to scale the experimental cross sections to the theoretical ones was chosen to be the ratio between the sum of the theoretical cross sections and the sum of the experimental cross sections. The agreement obtained is acceptable. The largest relative deviation corresponds to Dj = 1, for which theory predicts a cross section well above the experimental value, even if the uncertainty of the measurement is taken into account. For Dj > 1, the theoretical cross sections are below the experi mental ones.
The calculated trend is similar for the two sets of data, with the cross section decreasing rapidly for the first two transitions and then leveling off for transitions to higher J states.
In spite of the relative agreement, the assumed correspon dence between transitions for closed and open shell molecule based on Dj = DJ + 1, when the ground rotational state is J = 3/2, is somewhat arbitrary and far from being satisfactory. The difference between the energy levels of the f and e L-doublet components is merely -0 .6 7 cm-1, whereas the closed-shell transition 0 -1 implies a positive energy differ ence of 37.82 cm-1 .
The alternative correspondence scheme proposed in Section 2.2, based on the value of the N quantum number, cannot be used for the comparison between the present 4D calculations and the experimental results as it requires the knowledge of the cross sections for the scattering out of the 11/2,1/2,e) state which are not experimentally available.
To check the reliability of the comparison carried out above, calculations have been performed at the same collision energy of 920 cm-1, for the O H -A r system. Both open-shell to closedshell correspondence schemes described in Section 2.2 have been applied. Table 4 contains the cross sections for the O HAr system calculated by employing different models by using both open and closed shell CC calculation methods. The second column displays the values of the cross sections pre sented using the same correspondence scheme as in Table 3 (2) and (3) . In this case, the spin orbit changing transitions were also included.
The comparison with the closed-shell CC cross section is displayed in Fig. 4 . The best agreement is obtained for the calculations using only the Vsum potential. This is not surpris ing since the closed-shell calculations involve only th at p art of the PES. On the other hand, the comparison with the results obtained by considering the full PES, suggests that the effect of Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2004, 6, [4968] [4969] [4970] [4971] [4972] [4973] [4974] This journal is © The Owner Societies 2004 Table 5 and in Fig. 5 , obtained with the correspondence based on N values instead of J are in very good agreement with those corresponding to transitions calculated assuming OH as a closed-shell molecule. As it can be seen, the results obtained with the correspondence scheme based on the Dj -DJ + 1 (second column in Table 5 ) assignment are in substantially worse agreement with the closed-shell calcula tions. Finally, the comparison of QCT and closed-shell QM cross sections indicates that the QCT data account for the general trend but clearly overestimate the values corresponding to the Dj -1 transition.
It is interesting to see how the reduced dimensionality of the PES affects the magnitude of the cross sections. Therefore, we consider further a comparison between the results of the 2D and 4D closed-shell calculations. As expected, the Dj -1 cross section is strongly underestimated by the 2D calculations. However, the contrary applies for transitions with higher Dj. Clearly, for these transitions, the presence of rotational degrees of freedom of the HCl that can be excited by collisions may prevent a more efficient flow of the translational into rotational energy as it happens for a structureless collision partner. In addition, the deeper long-range attractive potential well in the 4D potential is expected to favour low Dj transitions as compared to the shallower 2D potential resulting from the averaging of the 4D PES.
As for the comparison between the isoelectronic O H -36Ar and 2D O H -H C l systems, the cross sections are smaller for the former, especially for the lowest transitions. The O H -A r PES is approximately 30 cm-1 shallower than the 2D PES averaged over the HCl rotations and this might be responsible for this difference.
On the basis of the present results, it can be concluded that the com parison between the experimental and theoretical results obtained by considering OH as closed-shell molecule depends strongly on the correspondence between open and closed-shell transitions. The integral cross sections presented here seem to indicate that the assignment based on the N values is somewhat more consistent than that using the J values, but even this procedure is not exempt from some arbitrariness. An accurate assessment of the present PES demands full CC calculations considering all the angular m om enta involved. F or reactive systems the situation might not be so serious since more complex processes are involved and one would expect some average on the final conditions; additionally reactive processes usually involve the population of many states and transitions with large N .
The above results do not rule out completely the possible concurrence of reactive scattering. However, considering the order of magnitude of the cross sections for inelastic processes into low J , it is unlikely that reactive scattering would play a m ajor role in depleting final OH states. Reactive scattering involves collisions at smaller impact parameters than the excitation into low J states. Both complex form ation/decom position and reactions will affect more the cross sections to higher J states.
Summary
In this study we present a first attem pt to compare recent experimental results of state-to-state inelastic scattering measurements51 with theoretical calculations based on a recent high-level ab initio potential energy surface. Close coupling QM four-dimensional calculations treating the OH radical as a closed-shell molecule have been performed on this PES. This approxim ation gave a fairly good agreement with the experi mental values. The general trend of the cross-sections is well reproduced. Nevertheless, the correspondence between the closed-shell and open-shell transitions is not straightforward. To assess the validity of the various possible correspondence schemes we carried out reduced dimensionality calculations for the O H -H C l and the isoelectronic O H -36Ar systems at the same collision energy. The results obtained seem to indicate that the correspondence based on N -j + L, where j is the nuclear rotational angular m omentum of the diatomic mole cule, accounts better for the com parison between the openshell and closed-shell approaches.
